We propose a novel, data-driven, and stylistically consistent dialog responsegeneration system. To create a userfriendly system, it is crucial to make generated responses not only appropriate but also stylistically consistent. For leaning both the properties effectively, our proposed framework has two training stages inspired by transfer learning. First, we train the model to generate appropriate responses, and then we ensure that the responses have a specific style. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method produces stylistically consistent responses while maintaining the appropriateness of the responses learned in a general domain.
Introduction
Dialog response-generation (DRG) systems have been studied extensively over the decades. In the recent years, there is a growing interest in a datadriven DRG system leveraging a large amount of conversational texts in social networking services (SNSs) such as Twitter. One successful approach is to train a neural sequence-to-sequence model (seq2seq) (Sutskever et al., 2014) on conversations from SNS, where the seq2seq learns a mapping from a user utterance to the appropriate response with recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017) .
The prior data-driven approach, however, suffers a major drawback. Since a wide variety of users, ranging from young to old, and from female to male, participates in an SNS, the learned responses are not guaranteed to be stylistically consistent (e.g. in terms of politeness). For example, we show actual responses generated by 1a) User:
Sìkao (konnichiha . / Hello.) 1b) System: ÂÇC⌫DcqDgDSFj (kyou mo genki ippai de iko u na . / Yo, man! How ya doing today?) 2a) User: ÂoÍgY (kyou ha yuki desu . / It is snowing today.) 2b) System: ÍMcfãìgYK (yuki ga hu tte iru n desu ka . / Is it? ) 3a) User:
"DgY ( samui desu . / It's cold.) 3b) System: àWàWKídjDgBR~Yè (yoshi yoshi , te wo tsunai de age masu wa . / Oh, dear. I'm gonna hold your lovely hands.) Table 1 : Example of stylistically inconsistent responses generated by a vanilla seq2seq trained on our Twitter dialog corpus.
a vanilla seq2seq-based DRG system trained on Twitter conversations in Table 1 . The responses have inconsistent style as if the system had multiple personalities; the responses are friendly (1b), polite (2b), or feminine (3b). To create a userfriendly DRG system, it is crucial to generate responses that are stylistically consistent. This paper proposes a novel, data-driven, and stylistically consistent DRG model. A vanilla seq2seq cannot generate stylistically consistent responses without training on a large amount of stylistically consistent dialog responses, which is prohibitively costly. To address this issue, we apply transfer learning, namely transferring knowledge about response generation in a general domain into the task of stylistically consistent response generation.
In the literature, little attention has been paid to the stylistic consistency of the generated responses. There are some previous attempts on transforming a style of dialog utterances into a specified one (Walker et al., 2012; Miyazaki et al., 2015) . Their approaches assume that original utterances are given by a separate independent system and need some manual annotations. Li et al. (2016) aim for response generation with a consistent "persona" by conditioning a seq2seq on a specific Twitter user ID embedding. However, their work focuses on the consistency in the content of the generated responses and they did not directly evaluate the stylistic consistency of their system. This is the first study that focuses on building a stylistically consistent end-to-end and data-driven DRG model and empirically evaluates the stylistic consistency of generated responses in singleturn dialogs. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed method produces stylistically consistent responses while maintaining the appropriateness of responses learned from a general domain.
Related Work
The literature includes some prior studies that aim for transforming a style of dialog utterances into a specified one (Walker et al., 2012; Miyazaki et al., 2015) . Walker et al. (2012) extract rules representing characters from their annotated movie subtitle corpora. Miyazaki et al. (2015) propose a method of converting utterances using rewriting rules automatically derived from a Twitter corpus. These approaches have a fundamental problem to need some manual annotations, which is a main issue to be solved in this work. We propose an end-to-end and data-driven framework which addresses both response generation and stylistic transformation.
Transfer learning is a machine learning technique effective for many NLP tasks (Pan and Yang, 2010) , which effectively trains a machine learning model by transferring knowledge about a general domain into a target domain. By applying transfer learning to a stylistically consistent DRG system, once we build a DRG system without stylistic consistency, it is easy to change its style by adding a small stylistically consistent corpus.
Generating Stylistically Consistent Responses with Transfer Learning
Given an utterance style, our goal is to create a DRG system that can keep producing utterances with the specified style. Inspired by the success of the data-driven approach, one can prepare a corpus of conversations for every possible style and feed it to a seq2seq. However, in order to obtain a stylistically consistent DRG system through a vanilla seq2seq, this method requires millions of training instances for each target style, which is prohibitively expensive. 
General Framework
To address this issue, we propose a novel twostaged training framework for building a stylistically consistent response-generation model, as depicted in Figure 1 . The core idea is as follows. A stylistically consistent response generation model has to learn at least three aspects of responses: content, fluency and style. We hypothesize that learning the content and fluency requires a large amount of training instances, whereas learning the style requires far less training instances. Inspired by transfer learning, our training strategy is divided into two steps (henceforth, dialog training and style training). We thus assume two types of corpora as training data: (i) dialog corpus, a large conversational corpus without stylistic consistency, and (ii) style corpus, a small conversational corpus with stylistic consistency.
In our experiments, we used single-turn dialog (i.e. utterance pairs) as training data. However, the proposed framework is applicable to multi-turn dialog as long as we have a response-generation model.
First, in dialog training, we train a seq2seq response generation model on a dialog corpus to learn the content and fluency of responses, namely how to generate responses without taking into account stylistic consistency. Seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014 ) is an RNN-based approach effective for response generation (Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017) . A typical seq2seq has a vocabulary of a limited size (e.g., tens of thousands) to speed up the training process, reduce the computational memory usage and prevent overfitting. Following a typical practice in seq2seq, we use the top N d most frequent words in a dialog corpus as the seq2seq vocabulary (henceforth, V d ) and convert the other infrequent words into a spe-cial symbol UNK.
Second, in style training, we use a style corpus to fine-tune the seq2seq that is already trained with a dialog corpus to ensure that the generated responses are stylistically consistent. The model inherits all the model parameters (i.e. word embeddings and weight matrices in the RNNs) and the seq2seq vocabulary (henceforth, V s ) from dialog training.
Note that obtaining a large-scale dialog corpus is relatively easy. For example, one can simply use the whole Twitter conversations as a dialog corpus. As for a style corpus, one can extract utterances made by a specific character from a movie script as in (Walker et al., 2012) . One advantage of our framework is that once a large-scale dialog corpus is obtained and dialog training is done, it is easy to change its style by adding a small style corpus.
Vocabulary in Transferred Model
When applying transfer learning to a seq2seq, creating a vocabulary for style training is not a trivial job. In our experiments, we explore two strategies. In Trans, our first strategy, we simply use the same vocabulary for dialog training and style training (i.e. V s = V d ). However, this may not be a good strategy, because the top N d most frequent words in a dialog corpus do not necessarily include words that are potentially useful for generating stylistically consistent responses.
To remedy this, in Trans+alt, our second strategy, we alter the seq2seq vocabulary V s that is used for dialog training before style training (henceforth, vocabulary alternation). Let W s be a set of the top N s most frequent words which are only included in a style corpus, andV d be a set of the top N s most infrequent words in V d . Instead of simply setting
e. the top N d N s most frequent words in a dialog corpus plus the N s most frequent words in a style corpus). Intuitively, we basically employ V d as V s , but replace infrequent words from the dialog corpus with frequent words in the style corpus.
Experiments

Setups
Datasets A summary of our corpora is shown in Table 2 . The dialog corpus contains approximately 3.7 M Japanese utterance pairs extracted from tweet-reply chains on Twitter. Table 5 ). We use 95 % of the corpora for training and 5 % for validation. Baselines We prepare two baseline models without transfer learning: (i) Base, a vanilla seq2seq trained on the dialog corpus only, and (ii) Mix, a vanilla seq2seq trained on the mixture of a dialog corpus and style corpus, where Mix is applied to the vocabulary alternation as well as Trans+alt. We summarize the baseline models and proposed models in Table 3 . Settings All the four models use the following settings. The seq2seq encoder and decoder are two-layer LSTMs with 2048 units using 1024-dimensional word embeddings. The vocabulary size (N d ) is 25, 000. We train the models using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with mini-batch size 64 and performed early stopping for perplexity using the validation data. For the vocabulary alternation in Mix and Trans+alt, we use N s = 1, 000 for Tetsuko corpus and N s = 500 for Oja corpus. 2
Evaluation Method
Conventionally, DRG systems are evaluated through reference-based evaluation (e.g. BLEU ( Papineni et al., 2002; Sordoni et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) ) or subjective human evaluation (Walker et al., 2012; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015) . We employ human evaluation, because human evaluation captures more stylistic consistency than reference-based evaluation, and word-overlap similarity metrics such as BLEU correlates weakly with human judgments (Liu et al., 2016) . For query utterances, we randomly extract 50 sentences from Twitter. There is no overlap between these query utterances, and the training and validation data. Each model generates four responses from one query utterance by beam sampling (beam width 3) using four different random seeds. Therefore, the total number of responses generated by one model is 200.
We use Yahoo! Crowd Sourcing 3 for human evaluation. Given (i) a query utterance Q, (ii) the response R generated by a model, and (iii) a style description S that the model are trying to generate with, the workers are independently asked to answer the following two questions:
• Whether R is a grammatically and semantically appropriate response to Q.
• Whether the style of R matches S.
Note that the workers were given only a style description S with several example utterances but not the specific name of individual target character. Each response is judged by five workers, who do not know which model generated each response. The final answer is determined by majority vote. Table 4 shows the percentage of responses judged as 'appropriate response' (AR) and 'stylistically consistent' (SC). 4 Base indicates that the dialog corpus's style only matches 19.5% in Tetsuko corpus and 2.5% in Oja corpus. Trans and Trans+alt, the proposed transfer learning frameworks, successfully generate more stylistically consistent responses while maintaining the appropriateness of generated responses learned from a dialog corpus (Base v.s. Trans, Trans+alt) . In addition, transfer learning is more effective than simply mixing a dialog corpus and style corpus (Mix v.s. Trans+alt) . Recall that the difference between Mix and Trans+alt is whether transfer learning is applied, namely the two models are trained on the same corpora and seq2seq vocabulary. Furthermore, the vocabulary alternation in style training (see Sec. 3.2) helps to make the generated responses more stylistically consistent (Trans v.s. Trans+alt). Overall, the improvement on Oja corpus is more salient than that on Tetsuko corpus. We attribute this to the fact that Tetsuko corpus is closer to the original dialog corpus.
Results
Moreover, Trans+alt improves the appropriateness of the responses. On both style corpora, Trans+alt achieves the best result among the four models. Table 6 in Appendix B and Table 7 in Appendix C show actual responses generated by Trans+alt. By analyzing the generated responses, we find that inappropriate responses such as dull responses (e.g., I don't know) and Internet slangs are relatively fewer, even though we did not make any special treatment. We attribute this to the fact that Trans+alt is additionally trained on less noisy real conversations (i.e., TV subtitles) with a better vocabulary, where new frequent words in a less noisy style corpus are pushed.
The overall results support our assumption that style training requires far less training data than dialog training (see Sec. 3.1). We speculate that styles of utterances are characterized by a smaller variety of lexical choices such as sentencefinal auxiliary expressions and personal pronouns. For Japanese, in fact, it is shown that sentencefinal auxiliary expressions are an important factor for changing the character of a dialog system (Miyazaki et al., 2015) .
Conclusion
We have presented a novel end-to-end framework to build a stylistically consistent dialog responsegeneration system, leveraging transfer learning. We have demonstrated that we are able to produce stylistically consistent responses by transfer learning while maintaining the appropriateness of responses learned from a general domain. The proposed framework allows us to train a response generation model on a large-scale, and easilyobtainable dialog corpus without stylistic consistency and then on a small-scale stylistically consistent corpus. This is the first work to focus on creating a stylistically consistent end-to-end DRG system and evaluating stylistic consistency in neural dialog response generation studies.
In future work, we plan to improve style training so that it can learn only the style of responses. We will assign a weight indicating the degree of stylistic peculiarity to each word in a style corpus, which controls the aggressiveness of style training. Another future work includes exploring an effective way of creating a style corpus, e.g. automatically collecting polite utterances from a large Twitter corpus with a filter, or generating stylistically consistent responses with a smaller or even no specific style corpus.
